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Introduction
Despite an ever-increasing sophistication in software development tools and specialization of information technology (IT)
personnel, the failure rate in software development continues to remain high. A recent U. S. Department of Commerce study
concluded that software bugs, or errors, cost the U. S. economy an estimated $59.5 billion dollars annually. Although not all
software errors are likely to be removed (Glass 2003), more than a third of these costs could be eliminated by an improved testing
infrastructure that enables earlier and more effective identification of software defects (Trembly 2002). It is widely recognized
that the early detection of software errors in development enhances quality, since it reduces the risks and costs associated with
development processes (McConnell 1996).

The Problem and Its Importance
Producing quality software, in an acceptable time frame, is not a new challenge. Since the early 1980s, it has been estimated that
the information technology (IT) industry has an 85% failure rate in the development of large-scale, mission-critical software
(Ambler 2000). Despite efforts of the industry to remedy these shortcomings, the problem persists.
The quest for quality in software development has been underscored by the Software Engineering Institute’s (SEI) ongoing efforts
to assist organizations and individuals in improving their software engineering management practices. Specific to the goals of
the SEI are “higher quality and productivity, faster delivery, lower costs and better morale.” Capability Maturity Models (CMMs)
assist organizations in maturing people, process and technology assets towards improving long-term business performance (SEI
2002).
Views of why there is such a high failure rate are varied. Some maintain that the traditional code-and-fix models are inadequate
to handle the complexities of large-scale software development (Ghezzi 1991) common in today’s turbulent business environment.
Others contend that software development is a human endeavor and that traditional methods do not place enough emphasis on
associated personnel issues (Cockburn 2000, Jordan 1994).
According to Fowler (2000) traditional processes are often viewed as rigid and change-resistant. As such, these methods may
not always be the most appropriate for today’s business climate and chaordic organizational structures. As a result, newer
software development methodologies, such as collaborative programming have emerged.
A potential solution to the problems of producing higher quality software, in reduced time, may be found by using the newer,
innovative development methods. While collaboration during development has always been used, these techniques emphasize
high levels of interpersonal collaboration during the entire development process (Fowler 2000). For example, an instance of
collaborative programming, which is gaining interest, is pair programming (Beck 2000, Cockburn 2000, Williams et al. 2000).
Anecdotally it is suggested that these development methods produce better quality software in reduced time with higher levels
of developer satisfaction (Beck 2000, Cockburn 2000). The limited empirical work to date on pair programming shows mixed
results. Nosek (1998) and Williams et. al (2000) found a positive relationship between the use of pair programming and
performance outcomes, such as software quality and developer satisfaction. However, Nawrocki and Wojciechowsk’s (2001)
research does not show these same positive results. Additionally, little explanation has been offered to explain collaborative
programming outcomes (Domino et. al 2002).
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As companies strive to produce better quality software, more practitioners are beginning to experiment with and use the newer
innovative development methods (Biggs 2000). Current practices suggest that some managers are using variations of pure pair
programming. These practitioners contend that adaptations of the method produce equally good or better performance outcomes,
with greater efficiency (Manzo 2002). While there continues to be growing interest in and use of collaborative programming,
many questions remain to be answered.
Does collaborative programming produce higher performance outcomes? If so, what are the underlying factors that contribute
to this success? What is the impact of individual developer differences on collaborative programming success? What is the
impact of the developmental setting on performance results? What impact, if any, does the collaborative method have on
successful performance outcomes? How do the processes used during development contribute to success? Given the continuing
need to produce higher quality software, today’s current development climate offers an unprecedented opportunity to examine
collaborative methods

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine the individual developer characteristics, developmental settings, collaborative methods
and the process during development that impact collaborative programming performance outcomes, i.e., task performance and
satisfaction. The underlying premise of this study is that successful collaborative outcomes, especially fewer defects, are driven
by these factors.
Understanding differences in performance and productivity between individual programmers is important, as it may help us
understand how we may raise the lowest level of performance to much higher levels, as well as select individuals for the
collaborative development setting. The current work environment often calls for virtual software development. Therefore,
exploring the impact of the development setting on collaborative development processes is important as it may help us improve
performance outcomes in different work settings. Investigating how adaptations of pure pair programming method impact
collaborative processes may assist in implementing changes to the method that enhance productivity, efficiency and individual
satisfaction.

Research Questions
A multi-phase methodology is proposed, consisting of an intensive process study and two laboratory experiments. The results
of these studies will facilitate our understanding of collaborative software development practices, with an eye towards improving
these methods and related performance outcomes. Increased understanding of these innovative software development techniques
is of importance to researchers and practitioners alike.
The major research questions proposed for the study are:
“Within the context of the collaborative programming technique, how do individual developer characteristics
and the processes used during collaborative programming impact performance outcomes?”
“Within the context of collaborative programming, does the developmental setting (face-to-face or virtual)
impact both the processes used during collaborative programming, as well as related performance outcomes?”
“Within the context of collaborative programming, do variations in the type of collaboration impact both the
processes used during collaborative programming, and related performance outcomes?”

Anticipated Contributions
This research addresses the need for more research on the newer software development methodologies. By understanding how,
why and when collaborative programming techniques produce better performance outcomes, it is hoped that IT professionals may
better address the quality issues that plague the industry today. Additionally, the study will extend our knowledge of important
organizational issues related to collaborative techniques, personnel selection, training, and methodology interventions. And
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finally, the results of this study should add to the body of MIS knowledge, as researchers continue to examine the newer,
innovative software development technologies.

Research Design and Methodology
In this multi-phase research design, three studies are conducted to explore the individual developer differences, developmental
setting, collaborative methods and process differences that impact collaborative programming performance outcomes. The results
of Study 1 are used to inform Studies 2 and 3. The triangulation of the study results will further our understanding of collaborative
programming methods and related research questions.
The high-level research model (including the related constructs used in each of the three studies) is shown in Figure 1.
Individual Characteristics
Cognitive Ability
Conflict Handling Style
Years of IT Experience

Developmental Setting
Face--to-face
Virtual

Processes During Development
Faithfulness to Method
Task Conflict
Distributed Cognition

Performance
Outcomes
Pair Task
Performance
Individual Task
Performance
Individual
Satisfaction

Collaborative Method
Pure Pair Programming
Alone
Brainstorming
Test Cases First

Figure 1. High Level Research Model
The model borrows from Jex’s (2002) summary of the most important individual characteristics that impact performance outcomes
and Hackman’s & Oldman’s (1976, 1980) complete integrated job characteristics model. Table 1, shown on the next page,
summarizes the constructs used in each phase of the study and details their measurement.

Experimental Tasks
An overview of the experimental tasks is now presented. These tasks have been used in prior research. Three tasks were used
in Studies 1 and 2 (i.e. Tasks I, II, and III) to give the pairs time to become accustomed to the collaborative programming setting
and to “jell” with their partners, as well as to vary the difficulty of the tasks. Jelling is not part of Study 3, so only Tasks II and
III are included. Pseudocode was used in each task (to deal with unknown differences within pairs on specific programming
languages), and participants were asked to follow the test-first, code-later sequence in completing all programming exercises.
Task I was designed to be a warm up task. For Task I, subjects were given the pseudocode and test data sets and asked to check
the module for accuracy. This required completion of the test data and additional coding.
For Task II, subjects were asked to compute discounts for an invoice. They were given the specifications and asked to create the
test data sets and write pseudocode. Task complexity is derived from the interaction from the two discounts.
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For Task III, subjects were asked to create a sales report. They were given the specifications and asked to create the test data sets
and write the pseudocode. Task complexity is derived from the need to sort and calculate data prior to output.
Table 1. Study Constructs and Measures

Construct
Cognitive Ability

Conflict Handling
Style

IT Experience
Collaborative Method

Faithfulness to
Method

Task Conflict

Distributed Cognition

Pair Task
Performance

Individual Task
Performance

Individual
Satisfaction
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Measurement & Prior Research
Wonderlic Personnel Test
50 questions, timed 12 minute test
Prior research: strong positive link to performance
Rahim Organizational Conflict Inventory
35 items, 5 point Likert scale
5 subscales: integrating, obliging, domination, compromising
Prior research: integrative style has positive link to problem solving and
performance
Questionnaire item: number of years of IT experience
Prior research: link to performance
“Pure” pair programming (all work done in pairs, with test cases written
first)
Work done alone (control group) and collaboratively
Type and amount of interaction between partners;
Study 1 -- observation utilizing 5-point Likert scale
Study 3 – adapted Likert scale on consensus of appropriation (Salisbury
and Chin 2002)
Prior research: how methods are appropriated impacts performance
Number of task conflict episodes on each task..
Study 1 -- observation, utilizing a 5-point Likert scale
Prior research: low to moderate amounts of task conflict favorably
impacts on performance
Study 1 -- observation
Prior Research: Enhances performance as individuals work
collaboratively
Study 1 - Number of test case and code errors, i.e. more errors the lower
the performance. One rater evaluated pair task performance.
Study 2 – Completed correct test cases and puesdocode produced
(content and sequence), i.e. the greater the number of correct test cases
and code, the higher the level of performance. Two raters were used to
evaluate performance.
Prior research: evaluated the quality of outcomes on the amount of code
errors.
Study 3 -- Completed correct puesdocode produced (content and
sequence), i.e. the greater the amount of correct code, the higher the
level of performance. Two raters will be used to evaluate individual
performance.
Prior research: evaluated the quality of programming outcomes on the
amount of code errors.
Adapted 7-point Likert scale Venkatesh and Vitalari (1992) and WatsonFritz, et al (1996)
Prior research: developers working collaboratively have higher levels of
satisfaction
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Research Methodology
Study 1
Study 1 is an in-depth process analysis with small numbers of developers programming collaboratively (pair programming). This
qualitative research focuses on how individual developer differences, and specifically task conflict, impact the collaborative
software development process and related outcomes, i.e., errors and individual satisfaction.
Subjects completed a series of instruments designed to measure individual differences and receive training in the collaborative
programming technique. Subjects were assigned to pairs and asked to complete three experimental tasks. Three tasks were used
to give the pairs time to become accustomed to the pair programming setting, to “jell” with their partners, and to vary the difficulty
of the tasks.
Pseudocode was used in each task (to deal with unknown differences within pairs on specific programming languages), and
participants are asked to follow the test-first, code-later sequence in completing the programming experimental task. Subjects
completed a series of instruments designed to measure process differences and satisfaction, after completing experimental Tasks
II and III. Subjects were also audio and video taped while performing all experimental programming exercises.
In order to measure the collaborative process, the researchers viewed the audio and videotapes of the developers as they worked
together on each programming task. The process results are based on independent analyses of the developer interactions scored
by using a pre-established rating form, which measured faithfulness to the method and type and amount of conflict. Performance
on task was based on the number of test case and code errors in each programming exercise. The more errors noted, the lower
the performance of the pair. One rater evaluated all tasks for errors.
Analysis will also explore the effect of distributed cognition. According to Flor and Hutchins (1991) and Greenberg and
Dickleman (2000), distributed cognition enhances or enables performance. In this context, cognition is distributed within the work
environment creating a complex, interactive system as two individuals work together on a problem.

Study 2
Forty-two pairs participated in a laboratory study of collaborative software development (pair programming), in which the impact
of developmental setting on collaborative programming results is manipulated. It also represents a continued exploration of the
impact of individual developer differences and process differences impact on collaborative programming outcomes, i.e., task
performance and developer satisfaction.
The researchers randomly assigned classes of students to one of two treatment groups: face-to-face or virtual. Subjects completed
a series of instruments designed to measure individual differences and receive appropriate training in the collaborative
programming technique. Pairs who were assigned to the virtual treatment group received additional training needed to work in
this developmental setting. Within each treatment group, the researcher randomly assigned participants to work together in pairs
on three experimental programming tasks.
The same experimental tasks, instruments and protocols used in Study 1 (described above) are utilized in this experiment.
Performance on task is based on both the number of correct test cases and the completed correct code produced (content and
sequence) for in each programming task. The greater the number of correct test cases and code, the higher the level of
performance of the pair. Two raters were used to evaluate task performance.

Study 3
The primary focus of this study is to focus upon the impact of variations in collaborative method on performance outcomes. The
underlying premise of this study is that developers, who work collaboratively, will have higher performance outcomes than
developers working alone. In this study, solo programmers use a structured task method, i.e. performing test cases before writing
code. We further suggest that developers who work collaboratively utilizing a structured task method (test cases) will have higher
performance outcomes than developers working collaboratively who use an unstructured task method (brainstorming).
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The theory of distributed cognition suggests that problem solving ability is enhanced as individuals work together in a
collaborative manner. Newell and Simon (1972) contend that human problem solving is an educated trial and error process,
oriented towards explaining behaviors seen in protocols or transcriptions of verbal behavior as subjects “talk aloud”.
Brainstorming is one such problem solving technique.
Successful outcomes in collaborative software development are also driven by individual developer characteristics and process
differences unique to the collaborative method.
Little work to date has explored how the collaborative method impacts collaborative programming outcomes. In this study, we
continue to explore the impact of how individual differences and collaborative process differences impact performance outcomes.
A controlled experiment is proposed utilizing experienced software developers. A one by three experimental design, with
repeated measures, is proposed for the study as outlined in Figure 2. This type of design is chosen to allow for testing the impact
of the covariates and the collaborative processes that may impact outcomes.
Write Test cases first alone, then Write code Alone
Brainstorm first Collaboratively, then Write code Alone
Write Test cases first Collaboratively, then Write code Alone
Figure 2. Experimental Manipulation for Study 3

Research Questions
The specific research questions addressed in Study 3 are:
RQ1. Will developers working collaboratively using a structured task method (writing test case first, before writing code alone)
have higher levels of performance outcomes than developers working collaboratively using an unstructured task method
(brainstorming first, before writing code alone)?
RQ2. Will developers working collaboratively using a structured task method (writing test cases first, before writing code alone)
have higher levels of performance outcomes than developers working alone using a structured task method (writing test cases first,
before writing code)?
RQ3. Will developers working collaboratively using an unstructured task method (writing test cases first, before writing code
alone) have higher levels of performance outcomes than developers working alone using a structured task method?
Repeated measures experimental designs are often referred to as within-subjects design and offer researchers opportunity to study
research effects while “controlling” for subjects. Experimental designs called “repeated measures’ designs are characterized by
having more than one measurement of at least one given variable for each subjects and offer greater statistical power relative to
sample size.

Schedule for Completion
The data has been collected for Studies 1 & 2 and data analysis is now in process. A pretest of Study 3 will be conducted during
the spring of 2003 and the full experiment will then follow in the Fall of 2003.
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